protel Address Check
International address verification

Take your customer service and direct mail campaigns to the next level
A physical address remains a vital piece of customer contact information. protel Address Check allows you to harness and leverage this customer data to improve direct mail, billing, and customer service. Keep your guest database clean by entering complete, accurately formatted global addresses. Improve your sales and marketing efforts by ensuring direct mail is delivered to the right address - always.

Autocompletion and data correction
- Time saving of up to 40% for data entry at the front desk
- Correction of your entire address data base in only one step
- Correct address data supplied for online reservations
- Less undeliverable mail and wasted postage
- Simple integration into protel hotel management solutions
- No installation or updates

Few inputs are enough…
...to get a complete address:

The optional add-on protel Address Check links any SQL based protel SPE or MPE-installation to the web-based address verification service AddressDoctor. AddressDoctor provides address data from more than 240 countries, always in accordance with national conventions.